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DUBLIN TOWN OFFICERS
OFFICERS CHOSEN BY BALLOT VOTE AT

ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TWO YEAR TERM
MODERATOR
Bruce McClellan

Term Expires 2000
SIX

YEAR TERM

SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Lucille A.

McDonald

Term Expires 2000
Term Expires 2002
Term Expires 2004

Adele R. Knight

Henry A. Campbell

ALTERNATE
Robert Weis

THREE YEAR TERM
TREASURER
Lewis Hansen

Term

Expires 2001

THREE YEAR TERM
SELECTMEN
Michael V. Walker, Chairman

Term Expires 2000

Richard Peloquin (Deceased)

Term Expires 2000
Term Expires 2001

Joseph E. Cavanaugh (Appointed)
Stephen

F.

Knapp

THREE YEAR TERM
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Christopher

J.

Term Expires 2000
Term Expires 2001
Term Expires 2002

Flynn

M. Hewitt
Willard W. Goodwin
Peter

THREE YEAR TERM

TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Barbara Sovik

Term

Expires 2002

1

THREE YEAR TERM
WATER COMMISSIONER
Term Expires 200

Elvira R. Elder

THREE YEAR TERM
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Christopher

J.

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Flynn

Christopher R. Horgan

Adele R. Knight
Cecily Bastedo

Rovena Robinson

Expires 2000
Expires 2001
Expires 2001
Expires 2002
Expires 2002

APPOINTED SELF PERPETUATING - PERMANENT LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Michael Worcester

Allan (Geoff) Pinney

Nellie Crossley

THREE YEAR TERM
DUBLIN CONVAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEMBER
Mary Clark (Resigned)
Term Expires 2000

Christy Greene (Appointed)

THREE YEAR TERM
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Michael V. Walker (Selectmen's Representative)

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Judy A. Knapp, Chairman
Frank E. White

William B.
Walter

J.

Gumey

Snitko

Elvira R. Elder, Secretary

R. Alan Greene

Expires 2000
Expires 2000
Expires 2001

Expires 2001
Expires 2002
Expires 2002

THREE YEAR TERM
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Henry A. Campbell
James S. Sovik
Robert A. Knight

Term Expires 2000
Term Expires 2001
Term Expires 2002

THREE YEAR TERM
PLANNING BOARD
F. Knapp, Selectmen's Representative
Clough

Stephen
Jeffrey

Susan W. Peters

Lewis G. Webber, Chairman
G. Blake Sabine

John A. Nelson
Robert

J.

Price

Bonnie A.

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires 2000
Expires 2000
Expires 2000

Expires 2001
Expires 2002
Expires 2002

Bartelt, Secretary

ALTERNATE
Bruce Simpson

TOWN COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN
THREE YEAR TERM
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Christine

Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires
Term Expires

Salem

David Belknap, Chairman
James A. Guy
Elisabeth Langby
Peter Shonk
Lydian Green

2000
2001

2001

2002
2002
2002

ALTERNATES
Mitch Thomashow (2002)

Rhine Singleton (2002)

THREE YEAR TERM
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Thomas Wright, Chairman
William Barker

Suzan Dennis
-Willard Oja

James Sovik

Expires 2000
Expires 2001
Expires 2001

Expires 2002
Expires 2002

ALTERNATES
Daniel O'Rourke,

Jr.

(2000)

Christy L.Greene (2001)

William

Gumey

(2002)

HEALTH OFFICER
Leslie L.

David

Whone

E. Belknap, Assistant

Term Expires 2002
Term Expires 2002

THREE YEAR TERM
RECREATION PROGRAMS & FACILITIES COMMITTEE
Vicki Brown
Nancy Cayford

Connie Cerroni
Bruce Fox

Kenneth McAleer, Chairman
John Nelson
Scott Rajaniemi

Joanne Hopkins

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires 2000

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires 2000

Expires 2000

Expires 2001
Expires 2001

Expires 2001
Expires 2002
Expires 2002
Expires 2002

THREE YEAR TERM
DUBLIN LAKE PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
Julie Crocker,
Jill

Chairman

Lawler

Joseph Cavanaugh (resigned 12/99)

Mitch Thomashow

Henry Campbell

Thomas Wright

Expires 2000
Expires 2001
Expires 2001

Expires 2002
Expires 2002

HISTORY COMMITTEE
William Bauhan

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Paul Biklen

Nancy Campbell
Ruth

Hammond

Nancy Perkins (deceased)
Jean Wenigmann

None
None
Expires None
Expires None
Expires None
Expires None
Expires

Expires

SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
Brian Barden

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Bruce McClellan

Thomas Robinson
Christine

Salem

James Sovik, Chairman

Expires 2000
Expires 2000
Expires 2000

Expires 2000
Expires 2000

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
Charles Anthony
Elisabeth Langby,

John Nelson

Susan W. Peters

Chairman

Term
Term
Term
Term

None
None
Expires None
Expires None
Expires
Expires

FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Brian Barden

Term

Expires 12-31-2001

DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDENS
1

St

Michael Worcester

2nd Michael Walker
3rd Joseph Sangermano
4th Dennis

III

Monaghan

5th Theodore Lizotte

Terms Expire 12-31-2001

REPRESENTATIVES AND OFFICERS APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN
Overseer of the Poor

Michael V. Walker

Police Chief

James Letoumeau
Dana Hennessy

Sergeant
Police Officer

Stephen Bell

Police Administrative Assistant

Elvira Ramirez Elder

School Crossing Guard

Vacant

Fire Chief

Michael Worcester

Deputy Fire Chief
Deputy Fire Chief

Brian Barden
Joe Sangermano

David Elder
Brian Barden

Superintendent of Cemetery

Road Agent/Transfer

Station Supt.

Selectmen's Administrative Assistant

Linda Langille

Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector

Elvira Ramirez Elder

Deputy Town Treasurer

Ruth

Summer Playground

Persis Fontaine

Director

Hammond

Brian Barden

Site Inspector

Director of Civil Defense/Emergency

Management

James Letoumeau

Ballot Inspector

Cecily Bastedo (U)

Ballot Inspector

Nancy Campbell

Ballot Inspector

Nellie Crossley

Ballot Inspector

Dorothy Kastner (R)

Ballot Inspector

Marion

Ballot Inspector

Alice

McKenna (D)

Ballot Inspector

Mary

Merrill (R)

Ballot Inspector

Ellen Winchester (D)

Latti (R)

DUBLIN'S REPRESENTATIVE TO SOUTHWEST REGIONAL PLANNING

COMMISSION:

Betsey Harris

(I)

(I)

SELECTMEN'S ANNUAL REPORT
If

1998 was a year of relative calm,

joined by our

new

we made up

for

it

in 1999.

We

March,
months

started off in

Selectman, Dick Peloquin, having to meet twice a week for about

5

many things to get accomplished. Dick's experience was invaluable to
has been sorely missed since his untimely death just before Thanksgiving. Joe
Cavanaugh was kind enough to consent to fill in until Town Meeting in March and we certainly
because there were so
this office.

appreciate

He

all

he has done.

Accomplishments
•

this year included:

Established a Transportation Committee to study Route 101 with the Southwest

Regional Planning Commission

•

Established a Susquibicennial Committee to plan for Dublin's 250"^ birthday

•

Established a Recycling & Transfer Station Committee to evaulate what is there now,
what improvements are needed, how much room is available for dumping of stumps,
construction debris,

etc.

time Fire Chief, Mike Worcester

•

Appointed our

•

Began addition and renovations

•

Completed

the revaluation of

•

Completed

the rebuilding of

•

Began

•

Continued

first full

town property

Monument Road

the Dublin Advocate

to

work on 91

1

numbering

Our Administrative Assistant, Erica
Nancy Campbell graciously

Vira Elder and

who

is

to our Public Library

doing an excellent job.

Many

summer to return to teaching and
we were able to hire Linda Langille,
Vira and Nancy for all their help.

Ryll, resigned last
filled in until

thanlcs to

Thanks to the quick thinking of Steve Knapp, the Conservation Commission, Monadnock
Conservancy and other private sources, the Town of Dublin was able to acquire for preservation
another piece of Mud Pond.

10

And

thanks to an anonymous donor, the

Town

will be able to acquire a diesel

generator and related wiring systems which will supply electrical

Town

Hall, Archives Building

power

in

powered

an emergency for the

and Library.

Thank you to all the department heads, board members, committee members and town
employees who certainly make our job a lot easier.

Respectfully submitted,

F.

Knapp

I

Joseph E. Cavanaugh
Board of Selectmen
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BUDGET COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
While the 2000 Budget has not increased significantly over the 1999 Budget there have
in heating oil and diesel fuel. The heating oil and diesel fuel cost have

been significant increases

increased substantially over

Initially, the

last

year's figures.

Committee membership was

the

same

as last year.

However,

in late

January

Elvira Elder resigned her position to avoid any possible appearance of a conflict of interest once

missed since that time and

I

wish

gratitude for her tireless efforts

town

2000 Budget. She has been sorely
the rest of the Committee's
on behalf of the Committee as our Secretary and font of

the Selectmen proposed expanding her

duties in the

to express publicly

my and

information.

Our

thanlcs are

extended as well to the Selectmen's Representative, Michael Walker and

Administrative Assistant Linda Langille and Erica Ryll, for their cheerful assistance in

Budget Committee questions and requests. We would also like to thank
and committees who presented their budget requests and were well
prepared to answer all our questions. Department requests were well thought out and reasonable
in view of the need to hold any additional budget increases to a minimum.
answering any and

all

the various departments

Finally,

you

will notice that the format of the budget

is

slightly different than in the past.

Individual line items, e.g., social security and medicare, have been broken

department instead of being aggregated into a single

As always, we remind townspeople
attend.

Schedules are posted

at the

Town

down and

allocated by

line.

that ours are

open meetings and

all

are

welcome

Hall.

Respectfully submitted,

Judith A. Knapp,

Chairman

Alan Greene
William Gurney
Walter Snitko

Michael Walker, Selectmen's Representative
Frank E. White
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DUBLIN POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
The Dublin Police Department has been faced with many

We faced an increase overall

handled were small and others not.

Some we

issues this past year.
in calls for service.

The nature

calls varied over a whole range. I am very pleased with the way we at the Police
Department carried out our duties this past year, in providing the Town of Dublin with a very
competent and professional police force. A force that is for the people of Dublin to utilize and
for them to be proud of.

of these

Like

many of you

this past year.

already know, Route 101 posed

many problems

for this

We took a proactive approach to patrol this past year with the

Hampshire Highway

Two

Safety.

agency again

assistance of

New

grants for extra patrols, one for speed enforcement and

another for detecting impaired drivers. Both these patrols were received in a very positive light.
feel during these patrols, which were run over 4 months a noticeable effect was encountered.

I

However, consistency in enforcing these issues is important. Hopefully with the assistance of
more grants we again this year will be able to target the area for enforcement. Another area that
has come up this year regarding Route 101, is the response to the South West Regional Planning
Report. I felt a lot of very new and interesting ideas came up and felt that the people that worked
on

this

strict

who

motor vehicle enforcement.

each citizen that

it is

use Route 101.

start

Some of the

ideas for changing

ideas are calming and

can guarantee both of the ideas will be used.

I

important for us

behavior and attitudes must
is

We are currently working on many

response did an exceptional job.

the driving behavior of drivers

all to set

with us

first.

I

some

are

would remind

on Route 101. Driving
is critical and this
calming the traffic on Route

the standard for driving

The

safety of Dublin's citizens

the goal of the Dublin Police Department. Please do your part in

101.

Sgt.

Dana Hennessy and

some training this past
Highway Traffic Safety

Officer Stephen Bell conducted

Sgt. Hennessy attended a four day class put on by the National

Administration on Standardized Child Passenger Safety Technical Training.

He

is

now

year.

a Child

Passenger Safety Technician, and has a wealth of information on this subject. The program
great success and is spreading out to surrounding towns, as Sgt. Hennessy is one ot the first
certified technicians in the area.

or booster seat, this program

is

If

you

is

a

are expecting a child or currently have children in a car

essential for you. Please call

and

set

up an appointment with

Sgt.

Hennessy so he can assist you with this possible life saving program. Officer Bell again
conducted a Bike Safety Program this past summer. However, this time he was prepared to give
out bicycle helmets free of charge. The Dublin Police Department applied for and received a
grant for 25 helmets through New Hampshire Highway Safety. If your child is in need of a new
helmet, please call and speak to Officer Bell.

Over the past
community.
please stop
issue

is

year,

we

at the

Police Department have received

much

insight

from the

We encourage anyone who needs something from us or has something to offer to
in and see us. We are here for the cifizens of Dublin in any capacity we can be. No

too small or big.
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In closing,

I

assistance and hard

would

like to

would like to thank the Dublin Highway and Fire Departments for their
work they provide to the Police Department and the Town of Dublin. I
all

Dublin Police Department.

would

by you

Town

thank the Dublin Board of Selectmen,

Assistant Linda Langille, for

to us at the Police

members of the Dublin

I

their assistance

for

which they provide

to the

also like to thank the citizens of Dublin for the support given

Department.

I

would especially

Police Department, Sgt.

like to officially recognize the

Dana Hennessy,

Secretary (our lifeline) Vira Elder, and thank them for
safe place to live

Clerk Barbara Sovik, Administrative

and resources

all their

Officer Stephen Bell and our

hard work in making Dublin a

and work.
Respectfully submitted,

Chief James W. Letourneau

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ANNUAL REPORT
This past year has been a very active year for the Emergency

Town was awarded

Management Program. The
Emergency Management in Concord,
role in emergency management, we have

a $5,000 grant through the Office of

N.H. Besides the public safety issues that are a vital
many other facets that need to be addressed as well.

A

lot

of areas needed to be reviewed in

order to adequately prepare.

We are well
Plan.

under way towards our goal of completing a new Emergency Management

A lot of time and effort has been done through meetings and review of the current issues

that face the

Town

of Dublin in regards to emergency planning.

another grant this year to assist us in funding this project to

its

We have

currently applied for

completion.

would like to thank the many people who supported Emergency Management this past
would like to commend the folks who took the time out of their busy schedules to meet
with us at various meetings. I hope you found the information interesting and hope you enjoyed
the company. I would like to thank three important people who^ssisted this year in plarming,
Vira Elder, Carolyn Demorest and Mary Elizabeth McClellan without your help most of what
was completed last year would not have been done. If anyone is interested in Emergency
Management and would like to volunteer, please don't hesitate to call.
I

year.

I

Respectfully submitted.

Chief James W. Letourneau
Emergency Management Director
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Dublin Police Department

Fraud

-

Insufficient

Funds Check

Theft of

US Government

Property

12

24
17

46

31

107

4
3
122

Traffic Accident
Traffic Accident

-

PI

Traffic Accident

-

PD

Traffic Accident

-

Private Property

Offense
Traffic Offense
Traffic Offense
Traffic

16
53

-

Arrest

-

Misc. Auto Compla
Warning

-

100

Training Details

Unassigned Incident
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle

27

_28
7

20

21

19

55

13

Unlawful Detention

Vacant Property Check
Vacant Property Check

-

Physical

-

Request

26
44

Vehicle Theft

Walk Through/Security Check

28

TOTAL INCIDENTS

2114

Dublin Police Department

Yearly Statistics

4000

3000

2000

1000

2749

3360

DUBLIN FIRE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
This has been an extremely busy year for us with 99

Constant

fire safety

fire calls

and 103 rescue

number of calls, but

calls.

community of
Dublin's size, there are too many calls. Of the 20 busiest fire departments dispatched, from
Southwestern Mutual Aid in Keene, Dublin ranlced 9"' in number of rescue calls and 12* in total
numbers of fire calls out of 76. The 20 busiest towns are all much larger in population, except
Dublin. The instance of automatic fire alarms giving a false signal is a problem, but no worse
than any other community.
inspections definitely reduces the

Our personnel
if available,

problem due
fire

situation

quite

is

We

good with 21 members.

but we're not as strapped as badly as most departments.
to so

many working

out of town and

some employees

for a

could use two or three more

Day time

is

always a

refuse to let anyone leave for

department duty.

My position as

Chief became

maintenance of equipment and
inspection process

is

fire

full

time April

1999. This has allowed

1,

inspections within the

constant, especially with so

many

rust

removal and

repaint.

fleet.

camps and

time for

The

institutions in Dublin.

Equipment after a most complete
it was new!
The
great job for us. The truck was a great
Fire

actually looks better than

It

when

LaFrance Pumper has done a
The 964 International/Maxim Pumper

Freightliner/ American

addition to our

me more

buildings in town.

schools,

The 1978 8M1 Pumper has returned from Valley
body

many

1

is

now

surplus to our needs and will

be bid off shortly.

We

are

now

of installing a propane fueled generator in the

in the process

This unit was donated to us by Beech Hill Hospital.
service. This

new

are installing a

unit

is all

automatic and will

500 gallon propane tank

It

will join our current

start itself in the

1

fire station.

952 unit

still

event of a power failure.

to supply fuel for this generator for

in

We

about 10 continuous

days running!

All equipment has received regular maintenance during the year.

charging system was installed on the brush truck replacing the
that could

be so troublesome! The 110 volt inverter on the

on the new

repairs as did the diesel generator

fire truck.

1

ol-iginal

A new alternator

24 volt military system

995 rescue truck failed and required

There

is

nothing simple nor inexpensive

about generating electricity!

The Dublin
plus a good start

Fire

Company

on a new rescue

annual appeal has raised funds for five (5) heart de-fibrillators

boat.

increase the ability of our saving a

one

in

life

each police cruiser, one in the

will be sufficient personnel trained

The

first

and

de-fib units should be purchased in January

many
out

times over.
fire

One

and

Bonds Corner,

engine and one in the Chiefs pickup. There

certified in their use

18

will be at or near

should the need

arise!

Thanks

to all

who have made

this possible.

us to provide the services that

we

do.

It is

Extensive training has gone on in both

complex than ever before, due
deal with

made

all

Our

disasters alike!

total

community

that allows

fire

and medical areas, our jobs are much more

We now

new methods and new equipment.

changing demands,

types of rescue work, hazardous materials, explosives, natural disasters and

Today's

actually fighting fires.

the

to

participation of the entire

We can't do this without your help!

statistics

Even with

show that only

these statistics,

number of calls has doubled

we

7% of a fire

still

in the past 5 years.

department's time

spend more time fighting

So

far,

we have done

is

fire

well

at

man
spent

than ever.

meeting

demand.

I

would

like to

thank the

enthusiasm, they are the best.

Highway Departments

1

fire

and rescue personnel for their continued support and

would

for their help in

also like to thank the

working with

Board of Selectmen, Police and

us.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael Worcester, Fire Chief
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER

local

To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside

burning. Fire permits are required for any open burning unless the ground

with snow where the burning will be done. Violations of RSA 227-L:
the other burning laws of the State of New

up

to

Hampshire

$2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also

are

1

7,

is

completely covered

the fire permit law and

misdemeanors punishable by

liable for all fire

fines of

suppression costs.

There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests
and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999 season Forest Rangers were busy
assisting communities with suppression of difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest Rangers
have also investigated numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber harvest and forest
fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any questions
regarding forest

fire

or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-2217.

There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the
Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest
Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season
was a challenging but safe year for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire. The severe drought
conditions throughout the spring and summer months combined with residual effects of 1998 Ice
Storm, resulted in a dramatic increase in wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of 452
acres, 35 structures were also impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban interface is a
state.

serious concern for both landowners and firefighters.
structures

Homeowners can

help protect their

by maintaining adequate green space around them and making sure

that

houses are

properly identified with street numbers.

The

State of

aircraft patrols.

New Hampshire operates

15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract

This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from

local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wildland
keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.

Please contact your local

fire

department before doing

fires

and

ANY outside burning.

REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!
1999

FIRE STATISTIC

(All Fires Reported thru

TOTALS BY COUNTY
Numbers

December

10,

1999)

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED

Acres

Hillsborough

271

50

Debris Burning

Rockingham
Merrimack

218
213

111

Miscellaneous*

352
279

115

Smoking

188

20

Belknap

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
This year did not

start

with an ice storm.

It did start with a lot of ice and not much snow.
There were some cold rainy days when the roads were

We spent lots of time sanding roads.
freezing as fast as

we

mud

There was no
clean up.
all

could sand them. The

season

this year,

dirt

roads were the worst.

which allowed us

We started cleaning the village and

sidewalk

first,

to get

then

an early

we

start

on our spring
and grading

started ditching

the dirt roads.

The Town

hires a contractor with a mobile

too expensive to do

all

of the

Our major road
middle of May,

we

project

we

sweeper

to clean

We installed

up some of the roads.

It is

put them on a rotating schedule.

was Monument Road, which

is

just over 6,000 feet long. In the

We prepared the road by removing large
5000 feet of underdrain and 400 feet of cross pipes. We

started cutting trees

rocks in the roadbed.

added 10

tar roads, so

and brush.

feet to the 36-inch culvert at the

end by the pond. This was the most consuming part of
most important part of the road project. After this,- the road was reclaimed
and gravel was added with the help of trucks from the Towns of Hancock, Harrisville and
Nelson. The four Towns work on projects, which is a great savings to all of the four tovms.
Finally, we paved the road with 3 inches of cold mid and did shoulders and driveway
the job, but also the

approaches.

There were a

lot

of small projects that were completed. They consisted of cleaning of

culverts, cutting brush, roadside

mowing, replacing

culverts, ditching tar roads, patching tar

roads and digging graves.

The underground

fuel tanks at the

top of the ground in containment tanks.

We also

the metal container.
State of

built a

town bam were removed and new tanks were put on

We rebuilt the retaining wall

waste

oil

shed

at the Landfill

at the

Transfer Station for

with grant

money from

the

New Hampshire.

With the use of Town and Compensation Funds of New Hampshire, we hosted a Chain
Class at the Highway Barn. We had 27 participate from 4 towns. This was very

Saw Safety

beneficial to

all.

The Capital Improvement Plan has been updated for roads, the Transfer Station and the
Highway Bam. We also have our power broom that was approved at Town Meeting. We will be
asking for a

At

new

this

fully

time

I

equipped tmck. This will replace the 1980 Mack.

would

like to

mention

that things are going well.

Town Residents that dump stickers are required on their
obtained at the Town Offices during regular hours.
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vehicles.

We are reminding all

These are

free

and can be

I

would

like to

Center, for their hard

thank

support and recycling efforts.

Department for

all their

the employees of the

all

work and

dedication.

I

also

would

I

would

like to

Highway Department and

like to

thank the

the Recycling

Town Residents

for their

thank the Police Department and Fire

help.

Respectfully submitted,

Brian Barden, Road Agent

REPORT OF 911 COMMITTEE
The Committee has

finally received the 91

committee will use the Bell Atlantic telephone

The town
town ordinance.

When all

will

the

have a public hearing

numbers

list

1

maps from

to accept the

are assigned, the

the State of N.H.

Now the

to assign the street addresses.

map

house numbers,

street

changes and a

will go to Bell Atlantic so they can correct

their records.

This has been a long project with

many

delays and once the system

is

v^th emergency safety services.

Respectful^ submitted,
Brian Barden, Chairman

James Letoumeau
Arnold Pinney
Michael Worcester
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in place, will help

DUBLIN PLANNING BOARD ANNUAL REPORT
The Planning Board has had

a consistently busy schedule in reviewing

and processing

building permit applications and preparing improvements to the zoning and planning regulations.
Significant initiatives have been undertaken this year to develop

Southwest Region Planning Commission

for

improvements

to

recommendations to the
Route 101, which will help

to

mitigate the highways impact on the town.

The Planning Board has revised

the process of Building Permit review

by the Board

order to improve the response time.

Beanie Wenigmann resigned from the Board
Clough.

this

year and has been replaced by Jeff

We want to thank them both for their contribution.

We look forward to

a productive year

where planning

will be at the forefront of our

^

efforts.

Respectfully submitted,

L.

Gene Webber, Chairman

Bonnie

Bartelt, Secretary

Clough
Steve Knapp, Selectmen's Rep.
John Nelson
Susan Peters
Jeffrey

Robert Price
G. Blake Sabine
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in

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
In 1999, the

ZBA held eight public hearings requesting either a Special Exception or

Variance from the Dublin Zoning regulations. The results of our hearings are as followed:
6 Special Exceptions: 4 passed
2 denied

2 Variances:

1

passed

1

denied

All hearings are open to the public and heard

on an individual

basis.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas Wright, Chairman
Suzan Dennis, Secretary
Bill

Barker

Willy Oja

Jim Sovik
Christy Greene, Alternate
Bill

Gurney, Alternate

Dan O'Rourke,
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Alternate

TOWN CLERK'S ANNUAL REPORT
This year the Department of Motor Vehicles changed the style of the state's license

and although the newly designed plates sparked much discussion among residents
of the new plates through our office went smoothly. During the year a total
of 2,022 motor vehicle registrations were processed in the Town Clerk's office, resulting

plate

the issuance

in a revenue to the

In April
tion to Dr.

we

town of $202, 181.

sponsored our annual rabies

Derek

Fritz,

of Tenney, Fritz

clinic.

I

would

like to express

& Combs Animal Hospital,

for

my

apprecia-

once again

volunteering his time to this project and to Fire Chief Michael Worcester for making
the firehouse available for our use. This year a total

Also during

this year, the Clerk's office received a

Department of Health and
to

town

287 dogs were licensed

Human

clerks as part of the

in the town.

new IBM computer fi-om the State
made available

Services. These computers are being

Bureau of Vital Records Vision 2000 program which will
file in Concord. Funding

eventually enable clerks to directly access vital records on
for this project has

come

in part

records which are issued by

through fees generated fi-om certified copies of vital

town

clerks.

Along with participating in the regional Town Clerks' meeting held in Fitzwilliam,
Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector, Vera Elder, and I also attended the yearly Dept. of
Motor Vehicles recertification seminar held in Concord. In September I attended the
annual New Hampshire Tax Collectors' Association conference which was held in

Conway, NH.
I

have enjoyed working with you during 1999 and look forward

to assisting

during the coming year.

RespectfixUy submitted,

Barbara Sovik,

Town
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Clerk/Tax Collector

you

DUBLIN CONSERVATION COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORT

We are pleased to report that
four

new members

1999 was a productive year for the commission. We added
membership, including alternates, to eight.

to our ranks, bringing our total

We finished the required survey and paperwork on the Town's Troy Road Easement,
for protection by the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests.

which was accepted

The final report on five of Dublin's wetlands was presented to the town at a public
meeting in April. The report recommends that the town apply to the state for designation of four
of the five wetlands as Prime Wetlands, thereby giving them more protection. A warrant article
was drafted to be presented at Town Meeting 2000, asking the Town to approve the application.
The Commission

also established a

committee

to

develop plans for the eradication of

purple loosestrife, a non-native invasive plant that destroys wetland vegetation. Implementation

of the plan should begin in the summer of 2000.

The Commission was pleased

Mud

to receive into

easement a 10-acre parcel of land abutting
We hope that

Pond. The easement will be monitored by the Monadnock Conservancy.

more land

will be set aside for protection in

already protected by the

and surrounding

LCIP Program. Mud Pond

is

Mud

wetland in terms of water resources and fatma and flora habitat.

gum

tupelo trees are located in greater

Pond, a large part of which

is

Dublin's largest and most important

Some of the

state's oldest black

Mud Pond.

The Commission received a copy of the Brewster Forest Botanical Survey undertaken
and prepared by Keene State student Eric Swope. This adds another piece to the town's natural
resource inventory. In 2000 we are expecting new fieldwork that will provide us with more
information.

A committee was established to study road maintenance in the town.

The Commission

continues to be concerned with sand accumulation, erosion, and vegetation destruction along the

town's roads, as well as sand and

salt

erosion into Dublin Lake and other wetland areas.

report with recommendations will be prepared and presented to the Selectmen

2000.
Respectfully submitted,

David Belknap, Chairman
Lydian Green
James Guy
Elisabeth

Langby

Chris Salem
Peter

Shonk

Rhine Singleton,

Alt.

Mitch Thomashow,
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Alt.

A

by the end of

RECREATION PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT
This was an eventful year for the Committee, although the weather was anything but
cooperative.

The Committee's Town Skating Party plarmed for February had to be canceled at the last
minute when the ice at Doc's Pond turned to slush. The free hot dog and soda cook out at the
Memorial Day Parade was the rousing success

it

always

is

with nearly 300 hot dogs served.

The Selectmen revitalized a tired and dwindling committee with a slew of energetic new
members who plarmed what was to be the best Dublin Day ever with more events and attractions
than ever before. Unfortunately, Dublin Day was rained out, but quick thinking moved the
Saturday night live band performance from Scribner Field to Del Rossi's for a truly delightful

To minimize the chance of future rainouts, Dublin Day will be moved to Saturday this
Sunday rain date. Special thanks to Dan O'Rourke who was invaluable in helping
committee with it's Dublin Day planning.

evening.

year, with a

the

The Halloween Party was again hosted by Dublin School and was a

thrill for

parents.

The Committee looks forward

to

even better events and weather

this year.

Respectfially submitted,

Kenneth McAleer, Chairman
Vicki Brown
Nancy Cayford

Connie Cerroni
Bruce Fox
Joanne Hopkins

John Nelson
Scott Rajaniemi
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kids and

SUMMER PLAYGROUND ANNUAL REPORT
Dublin Playground celebrated
thanks to

25"^

its

summer with

lots

of change and

new programs

adult volunteers and location.

its staff,

Senior staff member Marguerite Fontaine, 20,

is

a junior at Cornell University in Ithaca,

from the Dublin Community Church and the Town, she is
and then sails from
doing SEA semester. She spends six weeks studying at Woods Hole,
Key West to the Bahamas, Honduras and Cuba. Meg is studying Marine Biology. The last three

NY. With

the help of scholarships

MA

semesters, she has

Meg

coordinated

worked

all

at the

the field

Cornell Comparative Coagulation Laboratory as an assistant.

She

trips.

Senior staff member Nic Fox, 19,

works

made

in the
it

computer lab

certified in Life

is

is

possible for us to participate in the

simultaneously with

all

the

New England

sophomore

a

He

for work-study.

softball.

Next year should be

a

at Trinity

CPR and First Aid.

College in Hartford, CT. Nic

member of Trinity's

New Hampshire

Nic and

track team.

Hershey Track Meet, which

is

Meg

run

and eastern Canada. Joy and Dan O'Rourke
O'Rourke ran like the wind and Abe Fox tossed a

states

assisted in driving to the competition. Hilary

mean

is

Guarding,

their year.

Elizabeth Lawler, 18, a freshman at Bates College in Lewiston, ME, made the Dean's
She also played on the JV and Varsity Soccer Teams. Liz computerized the playground
attendance list. A total of 71 children went on the official roster. There were 5, five year olds,
List.

seven year olds,
list.

Liz

is

9,

nine year olds and

certified in Life Saving,

Jonathan Brewster Fox,

1

8, thirteen

6,

year olds. Guests and drop-ins were not on the

CPR and First Aid.

8, a

senior at Conval played

on the

varsity soccer

team

as a

on the varsity basketball team. In the spring he will
be playing on the Seacoast Club Soccer Team. JB and Nano played soccer with the children on
the new field. JB's class is going white water rafting on the Kennebec River for their class trip.
starter

He

and captain.

is

currently playing

Apprentices are: Greg, Joel, Simon

Greg Moore,

17, a junior

& Nathaniel.

was Conval's quarterback and chosen

as first

team

all state

as

and plays varsity baseball. Greg was on the
senior Babe Ruth Team last summer. Next fall, Greg and Brad Davis will be the captains of the
football team. Greg initiated very competitive whiffle ball games and is certified in first aid.

defensive back. Greg weight

lifts in

the winter

Joel Clark, 16, a junior played
is fifth in

is

his class

presently in the cast of Conval's

impressions of John Travolta

encourages

all

on the

and on the high honor

at

NH

coached by Dana Hennessy. Joel
member of Conval's Improv Theatre. He
Drama Festival. He is noted for his

varsity golf team

roll.

He

is

entry for the

a

high school dances. Joel loves to go to the Library and

the children to read.

He

is

certified in First Aid.
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Simon Steinbach,

16, is a

sophomore and honor

He works part time at Del Rossi's
games. He is certified in First Aid.

skateboarding.
the 4-square

Nathaniel Fontaine, 15,

a sophomore at

roll

student at Conval.

year round.

Simon was an

Simon enjoys

active participant in

R.I. He is on
on the baseball team. Last
summer he volunteered with NH Fish & Game. Last summer he played on the 15-year old
Monadnock all-star Team representing 22 towns. During the championship game, he hit a two
run homer over the scoreboard on Humiston Field. Nano worked hard with the 1 1 and up
baseball on Wednesdays. He was a leader in the knockout games and won the obstacle course.
He is certified in Life Saving, CPR and First Aid.

the varsity soccer,

swim and

Dee Fontaine has been
Dee

is

Safety

is

He

baseball teams.

the Creator

St.

George's School in Newport,

pitches and catches

and Director of the Dublin Playground for 25

years.

a certified teacher currently on the enrichment, Jaffrey-Rindge Middle and High School

Committee and Jaffrey-Rindge School District-Conant High School Safe and Substance

Free School Advisory Committees.

This

new

summer because of all

the violence going

on

in the schools

around

us, there will

be a

attendance procedure. The Consolidated School has already put in place a system where you

can only enter the school through the front door with

way no unknown person can

all

the others locked

from the outside. That

Donna Mullaney or someone else
the office. For part of the first hour, there will be a playground staff member sitting at a desk
located just outside the front door to sign in children as they come and someone will also be
present during part of the last hour. It is the parent's responsibility to make sure their child is
signed in and signed out. The parent needs to put in writing who will be picking up the child.
there

is

no one

at the

get by the Executive Assistant

in

If

sign in desk, then the parents, guardians, or designated drivers are to sign

the child in or sign the child out. If the child

is 1 3 and up, then the parent must specify or write
an open note stating whether the child can come and go. The child will still have to check in and

out with the staff as they always have.

The Dublin Playground has had
It

a long history with the Dublin Riding and

Walking Club.

has enriched the Playground's Program tremendously. Their relationship started simply

enough years ago when the Playground went to Friendship Field and rode the horses stabled
This lasted for two summers. Giving camp scholarships to children enriched their lives,
which in turn benefited the playground. The adult babysitter at the beach helped us make it so
there.

more children could go
parents

to the

Playground. This allowed more coverage for

who

could not send their children

Last

summer

to either

program without

Walking Club encouraged the children of Playground to
They even supplied snacks and helped to transport them. Although
hope to put it on my calendar again this summer so families can plan

the Riding and

participate in walking tours.
this

was on a small

scale,

I

some of the working

their help.

ahead and more children will be able to participate.
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Last summer, Craig Morroco, the State Fish and

with the children. This summer, he

complement each

is

Game

going to do something

Officer for our area did tracking

else.

I

think that both programs

other.

The Dublin Riding and Walking Club contributed $500.00 towards
rafting trip. Forty-four adults

West

We

Forks, Maine.

and children participated

left at

in this

the white water

once in a lifetime adventure to

am on a Thursday in August. On the way up, we stopped at
Hampton Beach before the tourist rush to walk the beach to
use up some energy and play miniature golf, video games and
Skowhegan, Maine to practice our French, and on to West

7:00

the Bagel Mill in Peterborough and

Maine to
McDonald's in
Forks, Maine where the Dead River and
stretch our legs. Wells,

use the

facilities.

the

some of the

After unpacking and setting up

Moxie

swim

in the pools that these continuous falls

Falls, the longest waterfall in

Back

to

West Forks

campfire and s'mores.

Some

for pizza

tents at our two-bed-and-breakfasts,

we were

New England. We walked a mile and a quarter in to

off to

great time.

Kennebec Rivers meet.

make. The woods were lovely and everyone had a

and grinders

at a local

place and then

home to a
game of

children played cards while 17 of them played a wild

Ben Fox as the mediator. Some of the children drifted off to
were outside watching the meteor showers in a very clear sky. Friday brought
packing up and going next door for the rafting instructions. After taking a bus along the power
lines and seeing a fox along the way, the 12 and ups started their adventure. The younger
Trivia Pursuit with 13 year old
sleep while others

children waited four and one half miles

come around
the rafting

down

stream on a high bluff watching the older rafters

bend and then they joined them. After the rafting they were shown slides of
along with some commentary. Next, there was a cookout with more than enough to
a big

eat.

After a quick stop at the General Store, everyone settled in and

was

at the

Trading Post in Kittery, Maine for fishing gear and to

The

first

movie shown on

extremely successful

trip to

the bus

was Fantasia

.

It

eat.

left for

was prelude

Maine. There were many wonderful

home. The only stop

We were home by
to this wonderftal

firsts for

10:30.

and

each individual. But

most important, the sharing and bonding of the different children and the different generations.
This is the glue that ties Dublin Playground together.
Without the Club's help, this wonderfiil thing could nev^r have happened. Our thanks
Cormie Cerroni, Griesel Levene, Donna Bealby and Steve Fontaine for going with us.

Some of our new programs
baby Siberian

Connie got

to

included a visit to the Greenville Wild Animal Park to see the

an animal she would like to be. Nic, Liz, Meg,
Dee and Mr. And Mrs. Dempsey were the other drivers. A ride in the Dublin Police cruiser with
Officer Stephen Bell. Board game Marathon Day. Andrew Fox brought the best games. Berry
picking at the Ellis Farni with Cormie Cerroni, assisted by Buffy McPhee, Anne English, Meg
Fontaine, Nic Fox and Liz Lawler. Jam making with Connie at the Town Hall. Raspberry,
strawberry and strassberry were made. Laura Cerroni was the Chief Assistant Chef After a
successful deep-sea trip, we went to Hampton Beach and watched the fireworks.
tigers.

to see the otter,
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The

final trip to

New York City included the

Statue of Liberty, mooring at Ellis Island

and Broadway. Mikki Reagan, Carmen Jones and Beth Pinney went

to "Rent", and Connie,
Brenda Korpi and Donna went to "Beauty and the Beast". Other adults were Dee, Meg, Nic and
Liz. The NY trip will be replaced by the Boston trip. It will include the Aquarium, Omni and
the Science Museum and Quincy Market. This trip as all the trips are, is open to anyone in the

Town

of Dublin. All adult chaperones always pay their way.

A 2-month-old golden retriever name Molly started playground with us in June weighing
12 pounds. She

is

now 9 months

The Library

old,

weighs

IVA pounds and

activities thanks to Librarian Betty

is full

of energy.

Mclntyre and Vera Elder was held

at the

week a different guest did a different activity. Bruce Fox read some of his
favorite books. Tim Clark did a Story Theatre and the children had great fun making fun of Dee.
Laura Woemer played the guitar after Joe Cavanaugh; Clerk of the Works gave the children a
complete tour of the new addition. The children all signed their names on the new floor in the
children's section. Linda Oja and Wendy Young read and did gimp with the children. Marty
Price read and did a project with the children. Nancy Cayford read and did Indian dancing with
them. Nancy brought a lot of examples of Indian things. All the children who participated in the
Playground. Each

Reading Program received a

gift certificate to

The Toadstool.

Winner of the Dublin Road Race was Cecelia Webber with

Once

He

again,

a time of 2:46:66.

Ben Simpson brought his own TV and this year a Super Nintendo
Our thanks to Ben for using his Yankee ingenuity.

system.

traded up for the system.

Children recognized at Field Day for helping a lot were Cecelia Webber, Clare Gallagher
and Laura Cerroni. Crissie MacKay helped out by watching some of the younger children.
Special thanks the Dublin

who just

retired

Community Foundation

from the Foundation Board

to

Vira Elder

contributed $2,000, to Diddie Staples

who

helps with the paperwork and

getting the Field Trips ready. Steve Reagan, the Dublin Consolidated School Custodian.

Once
School

again, Dublin School has given the children participating in the Program, Dublin

athletic, shirts

and

shorts.

Thank You.

names already mentioned. Playground wishes to give thanks to Dick
Mike Walker, Steve Knapp, David Rollins, Donna MuUaney, Gerry and
Kathy Wolf, Yankee, Jim Letoumeau, Walter Snitko, Bill Gurney, Nancy Campbell, Sylvia Fox,
Betsy Harris, Story Wright, Brian Barden, Cecily Bastedo, Dana Hennessy, Carr's Store and the
In addition, to the

Peloquin, Marion Latti,

Dublin Women's Club.
Respectfully submitted,

Dee Fontaine, Director Summer Playground
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DUBLIN PUBLIC LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT
1999 started off with hard work by a lot of people to share their enthusiasm for an
The March Town Meeting with a vote to build the addition was the
culmination of that hard work. The construction started in April with ground breaking
addition to the library.

ceremonies in May. Then the fun began every day there was something new. Soon the interior
of the original library changed with the charge desk moved, a wall put up and a sidewalk

That window proved to be a window on the construction
world. Everyone enjoyed peeking through to see what was happening.
superintendent

window

installed.

Programs continued with the Friends of the Dublin Library running programs from
Dublin School (Thank you) and the reading group meeting in homes. The summer reading
program was held at the new Dublin Consolidated School, Thank you to all who helped out
reading, doing crafts, dancing, and with music.

This

November when the

call

60 people stepped forward to help.

As
at

what

It

went out

for volunteers to help

was a wonderful time

pack and move books over

for every.

THANK YOU.

.

..

the library reopens in the next century the townspeople of Dublin will look with pride

their support

Attendance

of the library has produced.

in

1999 was 3702 circulation of books, videos, audio tapes and magazines

6879.

Thank you

to the staff

meet the staff See what

is

of the Library for their support and hard work. Please

come

in

and

happening in your Library.

Appreciation and thanks to those serving on the Board of Trustees, the Library Expansion
Committee, Friends of the Dublin Public Library, supporters of the programs offered by the
Library and to all who donated books, magazines, videos, audio tapes and monetary donations.
Respectfully submitted,

Elizabeth Mclntyre

Library Director
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Library Director's Account
Granite

Bank

DUBLIN PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
and foremost, thank you to all the citizens of Dublin for your ongoing support this
Thanks to your help, your donations and your votes at Town Meeting 1999, the library
expansion and renovation was given an overwhelming voice of approval to begin construction.
First

past year.

Donations for the project, as of 12/3 1/99, totaled $535,378.

A ceremony for the groundbreaking of the addition was held on May

11'.

The new

construction continued throughout the summer, and the renovation of the original building began
this past fall. The project flourished with the everyday guidance of Joe Cavanaugh, the town

appointed clerk of the works.

We are

The support, assistance and continued

all

greatly appreciative of his dedication and expertise.

interest

of the Selectmen, the Budget Committee, the

Friends of the Library, the Library staff and many,

many

others is appreciated as well.

With the expanded facility in mind, the Trustees held a special meeting last October to
develop and prioritize long range goals which they thought would be of the most value to the
library and the community it serves. Distinctive areas of value were defined in terms of vision
through the year 2005, strategic initiatives, specific objectives and timetables foi: measurement.

The Trustees

will be addressing: the adult

community, children/young

communications, historical library documents, technology, the
the staff and the Board of trustees as stewards of the library.

facility,

adults,

new

community

financial resources,

In December, John Harris was invited to speak and share his expertise with the Trustees
about indexing, cataloging and preserving the library's unique collection of photographs, books

and news clippings.

The

library

as the final interior

was closed for several months during the holidays and
work on the addition and the renovation progressed.

Again, thank you for your help.
library throughout the

coming year and

We
for

the beginning of

Y2K

look forward to seeing you in the beautiful renewed

many

years to come.

Respectfully submitted,

Adele Knight, Chair
Library Trustees
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CEMETERY TRUSTEE'S ANNUAL REPORT
In 1998 the

Cemetery Trustees submitted proposals

to the

Dublin Garden Club

notified in

1999 that our proposals were selected

for funding

in

We were

response to their solicitation for possible projects to commemorate the year 2000.

and work was started

in the fall.

As

a result of the Garden Club's generosity, the main entrance to the cemetery has been cleared of
undesirable vegetation, the front stonewall repaired, and an unsightly

wood

fence removed and

approximately 64 feet of new stonewall with two old granite gate posts erected in
landscaping will take place in the spring.

making

Club

for

1997

ice storm.

We were

Our thanks and appreciation

to the

its

place.

Final

Dublin Garden

this possible!

forced to remove two very old maples this year, as they did not recover from the

We have, however, planted a total

of nine (9)

new maples over

the past

two

years and hope to continue our program of adding trees to replace those which are vulnerable to
loss

due to extreme age and storm damage. Anyone interested in donating a tree should contact

any trustee or the superintendent.

We hope to clean up the
the Meeting

House Lane

area adjacent to the site of Dublin's

first

meeting house (within

section of the cemetery) in 2000, and are considering substitution of old

granite posts for the current

wooden

gates

now being

used

at

various access points if funding can

be obtained.

The need for cemetery expansion remains compelling and our suggested plan
town-owned adjacent lot being used for this purpose in 2004 needs your support.
Respectfully submitted,

Henry Campbell
Robert Knight

James Sovik
David Elder, Superintendent
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for a small

ARCHIVES COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
During the year,
records.

Some of these

records. Requests for

and indexing

in addition to processing, cataloguing

for 1993, the Archivists spent 75 hours

tlie

Town's records

answering 144 requests for information from

Town and

requests include documents from both

documents include information

for genealogical

Town

Historical Society

purposes

(i.e.

birth,

or marriage records, tax records and checklist records) and general information about the

death

Town

and the everyday business records of the Town (i.e. building permits. Board of Adjustment
records, current use records. Planning Board records, roads records, septic system plans, and tax

Town and

maps). Since 1996

when

number of requests

for information has almost doubled

A group from the
for cataloguing

the

Hancock

Historical Society jointly built the archives building, the

from 80

in

1996

to

144 in 1999.

Historical Society visited our facility to see

what we had done

and computerization of records.

We acquired a new computer and printer,
Society. This year,

we hope Town Meeting

will

and we share a scanner with the Historical
approve funds for the restoration of the Town's

original charter.

If

you were or currently

are a

Town

official

and you have

Town documents

in

your

possession that you no longer need, the Archives v/ould like to have them.

The

archives' building

Visitors are also

is

welcome most

open Tuesday mornings from 9

to 12 for

other mornings or by appointment.

563-8545 and our e-mail address

is

dublinhistorv@monad.net

Town

business.

Our telephone number

.

Respectfully submitted,

Nancy E. Campbell, Archivist
John W. Harris, Assistant Archivist
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HISTORY COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
Vernon Tom Hyman, the writer of the new Dublin history, has been busily working
during 1999. The History Committee and the Editorial Review Committee have tentatively
approved two-thirds of the book. As of this writing,

We are

we

end of 1999. We anticipate soliciting bids
aiming for a publication date of April 1, 2002.

book by

the

expect to have a draft of the complete

for the publication

of the book in 2000.

We

are also looking for photographs to include in the new book. The Dublin Historical
The Dublin Public Library, Yankee Magazine and several townspeople have generously
supplied the Committee with numerous photos for possible inclusion in the book. We thank
them for their generosity. If anyone else has photos of people, events, buildings or townscapes
from the 1940's until the 1980's that they would like to share with us, we would be most grateful

Society,

to see them.

Genealogy questionnaires have continued to come
we encourage you to do so.

in

throughout the year. If you have

not returned yours yet,

Finally, the

made

initiate

like to recognize the contributions that Nancy Perkins
Nancy was instrumental in raising the money needed to
She was also tireless in her efforts to complete a chronology

Committee would

to the History

Book

and complete

Project.

this project.

of people and events since the publication of the 1916 history. She will be greatly missed by the

Committee and the Town.
Respectfully submitted,

William L. Bauhan
Paul Biklen

Nancy
Ruth

Jean B.
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E.

S.

Campbell

Hammond
Wenigmann

DUBLIN LAKE PRESERVATION COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
In its third year the Dublin Lake Preservation Committee, established by the Selectmen in
1997, has the charge to monitor the condition of the lake and bring forward regular reports on its
condition. Meetings have been held monthly from April through January. An ambitious mailing to
all

Dublin residents for donations to a fund for engineering studies for stabilization of the lakeshore
from about 90 generous citizens. These studies will be done in the spring.

netted over $10,000

DES

For help in the renovation of the lakeshore, grant applications have been submitted to the
nonpoint pollution program for work on East and West Lake Roads and to the T21 (ISTEA)

federal

program

for the

Remedies
the Conservation

NH Park property along Route

for the sand and
Commission.

salt pollution

101.

of the lake are being sought in conjunction with

Trees falling into the lake are an ongoing problem because they increase the nutrients in
and rip soil off the banks. Landowners are urged to remove them from the lake.

the water

The Vortechs settling tanks on Cemetery Cove were inspected and found
working order. The project was signed off as completed.

to

be in

members of the
1, Community Service Day, 15 Conval students worked with
up trash and cutting silt fences. Richard Holmes of the Friends of John
Denver, who pick up trash on Route 101 along the lakeshore, has attended some of the DLPC

On June

DLPC

1

in picking

meetings.

trees.

Kiosks have been placed around the lake for the "angler" signs, instead of nailing them to
the Community Foundation funded the project.

The Garden Club of Dublin and

To address some of the watershed

issues, a

map

has been

made which confirms

the fact

Connecticut River watershed. Clear cutting of trees
remains a concern, especially in this area. Since the size of the watershed is small in regard to
the volume of Dublin Lake waters, there is marked apprehension about pollution. Water testing

that the

is

watershed

lies entirely in the

done by members of the Garden Club of Dublin and

Conservation Commission. The
plans to

tests

continue to

is

supported by the Garden Club and the

show water of swimming

quality.

extend the scope of the project.
Respectfully submitted,

Julie Crocker,

Chairman

Hank Campbell
Joe Cavanaugh

Lydian Green
Jill Lawler

Mitch Thomashow
Tom Wright
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There are

DUBLIN TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
In

December of 1 999,

the Selectmen appointed the Dublin Transportation

Committee in
The

order to study the traffic situation and develop strategies to ameliorate identified problems.
first priority is to

address the effects of NHlOl on safety, traffic flow, community

life,

and the

environment. The reasoning and recommendations put forward in the Dublin contribution to the

Southwest Region Plarming Commission
basis for the work.
the

Town

The committee may

NHlOl

Corridor Study in

November 1999

serve as

also explore other transportation issues as they pertain to

of Dublin.

Among

the projects for the

coming year

are an elementary school safety plan as well as

studies of traffic accidents, traffic calming road design, through trucks,

and pollution along

NHlOl.
Respectfully submitted,

Elisabeth Langby, Chairman

Charles Anthony

John Nelson
Susan W. Peters
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REPORT OF THE MONADNOCK ADVISORY COMMISSION
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF:

JAFFREY, DUBLIN,

MARLBOROUGH, TROY

AND FITZWILLIAM
The Monadnock Advisory Commission is charged by the State of New Hampshire under Revised
(RSA) 259:1 to advise the Department of Resources and Economic
Development (DRED) on the management of their lands and leased lands of the Society for the
Protection of New Hampshire Forests and the Town of Jaffrey. The lands are located on Mt.
Monadnock, Gap Mountain, and Little Monadnock Mountain (Rhododendron Park).

Statues Annotated

Saturday, June 16, 1999, the

attended to

•

was

Commission met

The Iim

at

at

East Hill

Farm

in Troy.

Business

as follows;

Discussion on the Monadnock Management Plan was tabled in light of pending
legislation to fund a master plan for

Monadnock, Gap, and

Little

Monadnock

Mountains. The plan will be formulated sometime after the end of the year.

•

Continued discussion on the Dublin Trail parking

•

The republication of the Monadnock Guide.

•

Legislation has been introduced to allow the

lot in

Dublin.

Commission to accept gifts, grants, and
bill was subsequently passed.

donations and to have tax exempt status. The

•

A time
about

The public

is

capsule will be buried somewhere at the base of the Mt.

May

Monadnock on

or

1,2000.

encouraged

to contact their

Commission members with suggestions and comments.

Members of the Monadnock Advisory Commission
Jaffrey

Ann Royce,

Dublin

Betsy Harris,

Marlborough
Troy

Ernie Linders

Fitzwilliam

Daniel Leary,

are:

Bill Elliott

Tom

Wright

David Adams

Thomas Parker
Respectfully submitted,

Bill Elliott
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HCS - HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF DUBLIN
JANUARY 1, 1999 TO DECEMBER 31, 1999

ANNUAL REPORT
In

1

999,

care and

HCS Home
-

community

projection of HCS's activities in
services provided

Community Services continued to provide home
The following information represents a
your community in 1999. The projection is based on actual

Healthcare, Hospice and

services to the residents of Dublin.

from January

to

September 1999 and an estimate of usage during October,

November and December.

SERVICE REPORT
SERVICES OFFERED
Nursing
Physical Therapy

Speech Pathology
Occupational Therapy

Medical Social Worker
Nutritionist

Homemaker Hours

Home

Health Aide

SERVICES PROVIDED
139 Visits

:

SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
The Solid Waste Committee was appointed by
is to

evaluate Dublin's solid waste program to assess

the Selectmen in the

its

and

fall,

its

purpose

present adequacy, future direction, and

make specific recommendations for change if warranted. As part of our review, committee
members visited solid waste facilities in other towns, met with Waste Management Inc., talked
with various recycling agencies,

and

total privatizing,

etc.

Alternate municipal options, such as pay-per-bag disposal

were considered.

A. Strengths of our solid waste program:
Brian Harden,

who manages

the operation, has

done a very good job

in

keeping abreast of the

recycling markets and implementing improvements such as the oil containment system,
retaining wall for metal containers

now under

Dublin's small size and composition of

its

construction, etc.

solid waste (primarily residential waste)

make

Disposal a manageable issue.

Our Dublin community has a strong commitment to recycling, and the recycling services
offered present a good opportunity to keep our overall disposal costs reasonable.

now

Dublin's per capita disposal costs are low relative to other towns due to our high recycling
percentage, which currently exceeds the state target of 40%.

B. Concerns:

The

solid waste facility straddles very important wetlands with limited space to operate

the potential for pollution from a variety of stored items or

The

facility is virtually out

building rubble,

of capacity

to accept

some of which should not

bum

ash does

and

exist.

stumps, tree trunks, and large loads of

legally be burned.

The

labor intensity of processing our recyclables has led
monitor compliance with regard to authorized use of the

to

an inability to consistently

and with Dublin's
mandatory recycling regulations. (Although Dublin's recycling percentages are high, these
numbers appear to have degraded to some degree since the facility was opened.)
facJlity

Projected costs per ton for solid waste disposal are trending higher, and the
service suppliers

is

number of

decreasing to the point where a near monopoly exists. Therefore,

imperative that the town target increased recycling efficiency, as well as explore

markets for other products

compacted

(i.e.,

textiles, electronic

trash.

Committee Recommendations
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equipment,

etc.) to pull

new

out of our

it

is

.

1

Retain the system

now

in effect, whicli strives to optimize our recycling

have our remaining solid waste hauled to a
2.

Effective April

1

The law permits

,

approved lined

state

program and pay

to

landfill.

2000, stop accepting stumps, tree trunks, and limbs over 5" in diameter.
on the property from which they were generated or the

burial of these items

property owners can contract privately for their disposal.

3.

Effective April

1

,

2000, limit building rubble and other materials

now

going to the "burn

pile" to Vi pickup loads or less. Larger loads will have to be taken to Peterborough's

Management Transfer

Station,

where users

under 5" in diameter should continue

to

will

Waste

pay (currently) $0.05/lb for disposal. Brush

be accepted in any quantity from individual (but not

commercial) generators.
4.

Continue to accept clean

fill,

but develop a program to utilize this material to cover existing

stockpiles of stumps, existing rough

Continue

5.

to

compost and

dump and

cut areas, etc. adjacent to the facility.

similarly utilize this material for cover.

Increase monitoring of incoming materials and facility users and reduce the labor intensity of

handling recyclables so as to remain within budget. Explore concepts such as selling loose
vs.

baled paper, less segregation of glass,

etc.

which may

free

up manpower

for better

monitoring which will reduce our paid disposal tonnage.

6.

The

entire area of

town owned

town bam, present
abandoned gravel pit, and related wetlands, should
improved maintenance and future use of the area.

land, including portions surrounding the

transfer station, old landfill area, adjacent

be studied as a whole and plans made for

Committee member Chris Salem has agreed to propose
Committee that they undertake this project this year.
7.

Finally,

we recommend

the facility

manager

that the

to the

Dublin Conservation

Selectmen appoint a small standing committee to work with
concerns noted above. To maintain "cutting

to assist to addressing the

edge" recycling programs, keep the public well informed, evaluate fee structures and explore
opportunities to minimize future costs will require a sizable time commitment which is
beyond the time one individual can be reasonably expected to put in and still be effective.

At

this juncture,

we

believe

we have concluded

our task and hope that the recommendations

contained herein be implemented in their entirety. Brian Barden deserves Dublin's recognition

and thanks for his

efforts

and expertise

in

managing

this facility in

an

efficient, reliable,

effective manner.

Respectfully submitted,

Jim Sovik, Chairman
Brian Barden

Bruce McClellan

Tom

Robinson

Chris Salem
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and cost

:

1999 TOWN MEETING
NEW HAMPSHIRE

ABSTRACT OF THE
DUBLIN,

session of the Dublin Town Meeting, election of officers and articles proposing changes
Dublin Zoning Ordinances, was held on March 9, 1999. Voting took place in the Lower
Town Hall with the polls opening at 8:00 a.m. and closing at 7:00 p.m. Town Moderator, Bruce

The

first

to the

McClellan, presided. The results of the balloting are as follows:

Article

1

One Year Terms:
Christopher

Library Trustee

Two

J.

Flynn

Year Terms:
Library Trustee

Christopher R. Horgan

CONVAL Municipal Budget Comm.

Theodore Lizotte

Three Year Terms:

Selectman

Dick Peloquin

Town

Barbara Sovik

Clerk/Tax Collector

W. Goodwin

Trustee of the Trust Funds

Willard

Budget Committee

Elvira (Vira) Elder

Alan Greene
John A. Nelson

Plarming Board

Robert

J.

Price

Rovena Robinson

Library Trustees

Cecily Bastedo

Cemetery Trustee

Robert Knight

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE
DUBLIN ZONING ORDINANCE
Article 2:

Board

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

1

as

proposed by the Planning

for the

'To allow

the Planning

Board

to

waive

lot size

and frontage requirements

in the case

of a

subdivision for the sole purpose of conservation."

No-

Yes -215
Article 3:

Board

"To

Are you

for the

in favor

of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning

Dublin Zoning Ordinance

require that

all

Carried

1(

as follows:

motor oil/gasoline storage tanks

for gasoline service stations

garages be placed underground in accordance with state rules."

45

and repair

No -72

Yes -251
Article 4:

Board

"To

Are you

for the

in favor

of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning

Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

require a Lighting Plan as part of the Building Permit application and subject

lighting to the standards

Article

Board

5:

all

exterior

of the Dublin Site Plan Review Regulations."

No -144

Yes -174

"To

Carried

Carried

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

proposed by the Planning

as

for the

clarify that front setbacks are to

be measured from the edge of the right-of-way, not the

centerline."

No

Yes -227
Article 6:

Board

"To

-

86

Carried

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No.
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

5 as

proposed by the Planning

for the

strike the

term "non-paying guests" from the qualifications for use of a Recreational

vehicle."

Yes
Article 7:

Board

Are you

for the

"To add

-

No

206

in favor of the adoption of Amendment

to the Regulations for

Yes

Board

Are you

for the

89

Carried

No. 6 as proposed by the Planning

Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

driveway permit will be issued

Article 8:

-

-

Development on steep slopes
until all

No

226

in favor

that neither a building permit nor a

requirements of that section are satisfied."

-

99

Carried

of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning

Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

"To note within Article III, H - Signs
Scenic Gateway overlay District."
Yes -199

-

that there are different requirements for signs in the

No -105

46

Carried

Article 9:

Board

"To

for

of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning
Ordinance as follows:
Zoning
the Dublin

Are you

in favor

substantially rewrite Article

VIII-NON-CONFORMING USES,

with an intent toward

addressing the issue of expansions and alterations on both conforming and non-conforming lots."

Yes
Article 10:

Board

-

Are you

for the

"To add new

No

205
in favor

-

Carried

97

of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning

Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:
definitions for Veterinary Establishments,

Commercial Kennels, and Private Clubs

and Lodges."

No

Yes -223

-81

Carried

TOWN MEETING
MARCH 13, 1999

1999

The business portion of the Dublin Town Meeting was held at the Dublin School's new Whitney
Gymnasium on March 13, 1999. The meeting was called to order at 9:10 a.m. by Moderator
Bruce McClellan.
Dublin Girl Scout Troop #325 began the meeting by leading those present
allegiance.

in the

The necrology was then read by Moderator McClellan followed by

pledge of

the Moderators'

prayer.

Selectman Charles Winchester proposed a resolution
School for making their

to formally

facilities available for this year's

thank the officials of Dublin

town meeting. This resolution was

passed on a voice vote.

The annual Citizen of Year award was presented this year to Nancy Perkins. Selectman
Winchester cited Nancy's activity "with every major undertaking by the town over the past 25
years." Nancy has been a member of the Conservation, History, and Master Plan committees as
well as participating in the

Town Hall

Renovation, Post Office, Archives and recreation land

projects.

Selectman Michael Walker expressed his appreciation
for his six years of service to the town.

47

to

outgoing Selectman Charles Winchester

.

.

Moderator Bruce McClellan gave a brief outline of the rules and voting procedures to be
followed during the meeting. A motion to waive the reading of the Warrant was made and
seconded. This motion passed by a voice vote.

Conval School Board representative Mary Clark presented an update on the progress of the
Consolidated School expansion.

The

first article to

be discussed during

this

meeting was Article

1 1

"Move to raise and appropriate the sum of $684,885.00 (Six Hundred Eighty-four
Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-five Dollars) for the purpose of expanding, renovating and
equipping the Dublin Public Library. Upon receipt and acceptance of donations, grants and other
funds in the amount of at least $214,885.00 (Two Hundred Fourteen Thousand Eight Hundred
Article 11:

and Eighty-five Dollars) for

1

this purpose, to authorize the

Town:

To withdraw from the Library Addition, Furnishings and Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
sum of $70,000 (Seventy Thousand Dollars) plus accumulated interest;
To borrow or to issue and negotiate long term bonds or notes in accordance with the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) a sum not to exceed $400,000 (Four Hundred Thousand

the
2.

Dollars) and,
3.

To

receive

all

donations, grants and other funds raised for this purpose.

Or

to take

any other

action related thereto.

This shall be a non-lapsing article as per

RSA

32:7 VI and shall not lapse until December 31,

2001 ." (Two thirds ballot vote required)
Presentations by Library Expansion Committee

members Adele Knight, Christopher Flynn, and
Joseph Cavanaugh reviewed the committee's fund raising efforts and the amount pledge to date,
the architectural design proposed, and the financial aspects of the project.
In response to questions regarding funding, committee

members stated that they would not be
would be pursuing the possibility

receiving State or Federal funds; but they did indicate that they

of grants from private foundations once the library expansion gQt underway.

Moderator McClellan declared the polls open
open until 1 1 :50 a.m.

No -48

Yes -161
Article 12:

"To see

if the

for this article at 10:45 a.m.

Town will

and they remained

Carried by two-thirds

authorize the Selectmen to accept and expend monies for

renovation and expansion of facilities within the current Library building. Total cost to be borne

by

private donations

and from the Library Addition Furnishings and Equipment Capital Reserve.

48

In the event that the private donations and the Capital Reserve

surplus funds shall be used to created a Trust
offset operational costs, including

(Inserted

Fund whose

Fund exceed

interest

the total cost, such

and dividends

shall

be used to

maintenance and repair."

by petition) (Majority vote required)

This article was declared not a legal ballot and was therefore, passed over.

A motion was made to discuss Article #3

1

at this time.

The motion was seconded and passed by

a voice vote.

Article 3

1

:

"Move

to winter

maintain Page Road from

Oxbow Road

to

Upper

Jaffrey Road, or to

take any other action relating thereto." (Majority vote required)

No -67

Yes -85
Article 13:

"Move

to accept reports

Carried

of Agents, Auditors, Committees, heretofore chose."

(Majority vote required)

Treasurer Lewis Hansen revised his Treasurer's report on Recycling Special revenue Fund
Financial Report to increase the total receipts from $3,188.45 to $7,188.45.

Carried

Article 14:

"Move

to accept certain

Cemetery Trust Funds as follows:

Coleman Townsend
Henry Lee III

$400.00

Zaiga Greenhalgh

$200.00

Marion O'Connor

$ 75.00

$400.00

Carried

A motion was made to
Article 25:

"Move

to

discuss Article 25 at this time.

make

The motion was seconded and passed.

the Fire Chief position full time, including benefits, to begin April 1,

1999. Salary for this position shall be $25,000 (Twenty Five
health, life

and retirement benefits. Further,

Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety Six Dollars)

to raise
to

Thousand Dollars) annually plus

and appropriate the sum of $16,996 (Sixteen

provide for the net increase in salary and

benefits." (Majority vote required)

Carried

49

Article 15:

"Move

to appoint Brian

Barden

as,

Measurer of Wood and Bark." "Move

Brian Barden, Cleston Staples and Daniel Walsh as Memorial

to appoint

Day Committee."

(Majority vote required)

Carried

Article 16:

"Move

to authorize the

prepayment of taxes and

accept payment in prepayment of taxes in accordance with

to authorize the

RSA

Tax

Collector to

80:52-a."

(Majority vote required)

Carried

Article 17:
if the

Town

"Move

Hundred Seventy Thousand
all

budget submitted by the Budget Conmiittee and
and appropriate the sum of $1,170,203.00 (One Million One

to accept the operating

will vote to raise

Two Hundred

to see

Three Dollars) exclusive of the amounts contained in

other articles in this warrant." (Majority vote required)

Carried

Article 18:

"Move

to raise

and appropriate the sum of $24,000.00 (Twenty Four Thousand

pumper

Dollars) for the purpose of repair of the #2

fire truck."

(Majority vote required)

Carried

Article 19:

"To

see if the

Town would

like to

department from the Highway Department,

Town

have the Dublin Landfill kept as a separate

i.e.,

separate records, separate entries in the annual

Report with better record keeping like other

landfills."

(Inserted by petition) (Majority vote required)

No -98

Yes -16
Article 20:

"To

see if the

Town would like to

Failed

have the Dublin Road Agent re-instated to an

elected position with the term of office to be three consecutive y^gars."
(Inserted by petition) (Majority vote required)

No -95

Yes- 14
Article 21

:

"Move

to raise

Hundred Twenty Dollars)

and appropriate the sum of $38,720 (Thirty Eight Thousand Seven

for the purpose of reimbursing the

excess costs incurred in constructing the Dublin

Yes

-

60

Failed

No

50

Town
-
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CONVAL

School District for

Playground."

Carried

Article 22:

"Move

to raise

and appropriate the sum of $10,000 (Ten Thousand Dollars)

for the

purpose of purchasing a Power Broom." (Majority vote required)
Carried

Article 23:

"Move

to appropriate

$4,000 (Four Thousand Dollars) from surplus in the Recycling

Center Special Revenue Fund for repair and improvements to the Dublin Transfer Station
Facility." (Majority vote required)

Carried

"Move to raise and appropriate the sum of $54,200 (Fifty Four Thousand Two
Hundred Dollars) for the purpose of road construction. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation
per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until December 31, 2001." (Majority vote required)
Article 24:

Carried

Article 26:

Hundred

"Move

to raise

and appropriate the sum of $27,550 (Twenty Seven Thousand Five

Fifty Dollars) for the purchase of a

new police

cruiser

and

to authorize the

withdrawal

of $26,450 (Twenty Six Thousand Four Hundred Fifty Dollars) from the Police Cruiser Capital

Reserve Fund created for that purpose. The balance of $1,100 (One Thousand One Hundred
Dollars) is to be raised from general taxation." (Majority vote required)
Carried

Article 27:

"Move

to raise

purpose of repairing the

and appropriate the sum of $10,000 (Ten Thousand Dollars) for the

sills

in the Post Office Building." (Majority vote required)

Carried

"Move to raise and appropriate the sum of $61,000 (Sixty
be placed in the Capital Reserve Funds as previously establishe4Article 28:

Heavy Highway Equipment

$25,000.00

Police Cruiser

$ 8,000.00

Fire

Equipment

Town

Building Maintenance

$25,000.00
$ 3,000.00"

(Majority vote required)

Carried

51

One Thousand

Dollars) to

Article 29:

Subdivision

"Move to accept the paved portion of Greenwood Road (shown on the Norman Davis
map approved by the Planning Board, October 15, 1987) as a Town Class V

highway." (Majority vote required)
Carried

Article 30:
gifts

"Move

to adopt the provisions of

RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the Library to

of personal property, other than money, which

may

accept

be offered to the Library for any public

purpose, provided however, that no acceptance of personal property by the Library Trustees shall

be deemed

to

Town

bind the

of the Library Trustees to raise and appropriate and expend any

public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property.

Such authorization

shall

remain in effect

until rescinded

by a vote of the

Town Meeting."

(Majority vote required)

Carried

Representative Daniel

Bumham proposed "A

support of the efforts of Doris
this issue.

The

Haddock who

Resolution for Campaign Finance Reform" in

is

walking across the country to bring attention to

resolution also urged the General Court of New

Hampshire

to pass

campaign

reform legislation. Representative Steven Avery objected to a vote on this resolution citing the
fact that a substantial

number of residents had already

on by voice vote and

carried.

The meeting was adjourned

at

the meeting.

left

The

2:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Barbara Sovik

Town
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Clerk

resolution

was voted

SITE INSPECTOR

ANNUAL REPORT

Statement of Outstanding and Bonded Debt
East Lake, Old Marlborough Road Project - NH Bond Bank
1998
Debt

Library Expansion
1999
Debt
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CQ

.

:

Town

of Dublin

State of New

To

the inhabitants and voters of the

Hampshire

Town

2000
Meeting Warrant

Town

of Dublin quahfied to vote in

hereby notified that the polls will open for voting by ballot on Articles
14,

2000 from 8 a.m.

to 7 p.m. at the

Dublin

Town

1

Town

Affairs:

Town on March

13, 1979, all

business, other than ballot questions provided above, will be recessed until Saturday,
at 9 a.m. at the

March

18,

Dublin Consolidated School.

Article

To

are

Hall.

Pursuant to the authority of RSA 39:2a and the vote of the

2000

You

- 7 on Tuesday, March

1.

bring the ballots for the following officers:

One Selectmen, unexpired term of two
One Selectmen three year term

years

,

Moderator, two year term

One Trustee of Trust Funds, three year term
One Supervisor of the Checklist, six year term

Two Budget Committee Members,
One Cemetery

Two

three year terms

Trustee, three year

Planning Board Members, three year terms

One Planning Board member, one year term
One Library Trustee, three year term

Article 2.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #
Dublin Zoning Ordinance, as follows:

To add a new Paragraph
U.

U to Article

III,

1 as

proposed by the Planning Board

for the

GENERAL PROVISIONS:

RECREATIONAL USE/TEMPORARY OCCUPANCY OF SHORELANDS
Camping and

other temporary occupancy of shoreland properties shall only be

allowed subject

1

to the

following conditions:

Structures used for occupancy, including but not limited to tents, campers,
more than three

or motor homes, shall only be permitted on the lot for no

61

(3)

weeks

in

any calendar year.
removed.

When this

time period has elapsed, the

structure shall be

For the purpose of the Shoreland Protection Act, and applicable Dublin

2.

regulations, the structure shall be considered a primary structure.

The

3.

overall use of the

shall be

conducted

in

lot,

inclusive of location of structure, lighting, etc.

such a

from the road(s) or abutting

way

minimize or eliminate visual impact

as to

properties.

Article 3.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 2
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

To amend

Article

III,

property to 32 square

as proposed

by the Plarming Board

for the

H. SIGNS, by limited the total square footage of signage per
feet.

Article 4.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 3 as proposed by the Planning Board
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

To amend
and

D to

Article

for the

XX - SCENIC GATEWAY OVERLAY DISTRICT - Paragraph B

clarify that

any change or expansion of use shall cause the property to be subject

to the buffering provisions;

and

to

reduce the width of the required buffer from 50 to 30

feet.

Article 5.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 4 as proposed
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

To amend

Article XI,

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT,

Repair Garage bv adding subparagraph

e.

There

shall

on each
f

e.

and

l^y

the Plarming

Paragraph E.

4.

Board

for the

Gasoline Station.

f.

be no more than two (2) gasoline fuel pumps with one dispensing hose
and room for no more than four (4) vehicles to refuel at a time.

side,

The dispensing of kerosene and
gasoline pumps.

62

diesel fuel shall

be kept separate from the

Article

6.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment # 5
Dublin Zoning Ordinance as follows:

To add

to Article

XVII - DEFINITIONS

-

as prepared

by the Planning Board

for the

a definition of "footprint," and amending the

definition of "structure."

FOOTPRINT - The horizontal

13.

area measured from the outside walls of

structure, but not including fire escape or steps.

STRUCTURE - Any built improvement to the property, whether temporary or
permanent, with the exception of underground utilities and drainage facilities.

37.

Article 7.

Shall

we

adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 to allow official ballot voting on

the Dublin

Town Meeting? (By

Petition) Requires

Article

To hear

60%

all

issues before

vote to pass.

8.

the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, heretofore chosen,

and

to pass

any vote

relating thereto.

Article 9.

To see if the Town will choose all necessary officers, Measurer of Wood and Bark and Memorial
Day Committee, or take any other action relating thereto.

Article 10.

To

see if the

Town

will vote to authorize the

prepayment of taxes and to authorize the Tax

Collector to accept payment in prepayment of taxes in accordance with
other action relating thereto.

63

RSA

80:52-a, or take any

:

Article 11.
see if the Town will vote to accept the operating budget submitted by the Budget Committee
and to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,444,425 exclusive of the
amounts contained in all other articles in this warrant, or to take any other action relating thereto.

To

Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee

Article 12.

To

see if the

Town will

for the publication

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000)
of the Dublin Advocate, or take any other action relating thereto.

Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee

Article 13

To

see if the

Town

Wetlands Bureau
Dublin
Great

by

will vote to approve an application

to designate four

from the

Town

of Dublin

to the

of the largest and most valuable wetlands in the

NH

Town of

999 Dublin Prime Wetlands Report No. 1 Mud Pond,
as Prime Wetlands, as provided
482-A:15 and Chapter Wt. 700 of the NH Wetlands Bureau Administrative Rules, or

(as identified in the

January

1

Swamp, Lower Troy Road Wetlands, and Knights Swamp)

RSA

take any other action relating thereto.

Article 14

To

see if the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of one hundred and eight thousand
new dump truck and to authorize the withdrawal of one

dollars ($108,000) for the purchase of a

hundred and eight thousand dollars ($108,000) from the Heavy Highway Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund created for this purpose, or take any other action relating thereto.

Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 15

To

see if the

Town

will vote to retain

and hold

15 Lot 14 consisting of 0.63 acres and which

other action relating thereto.

64

for public use for

was acquired by

town cemetery purposes, Map
May, 1991, or take any

tax deed in

Article 16

To

see if the

Town

will vote to accept certain

action relating thereto.

Bern

& Robert Knight

Cemetery Trust Funds

as follows, or take

any other

Article 19

To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable general fund trust fund under the provisions
of RSA 31 :19-a, to be known as the 250"" Anniversary Celebration/2052 Visioning Fund for
the purpose of special events for such celebrations and appropriate the sum of seven thousand
dollars ($7,000) toward this purpose and to further vote to appoint the selectmen as agents to
expend from

this trust fund.

Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Article 20

Shall

provisions of RSA 72:l-c which authorize any town or city to elect not to
and collect a resident tax? (Submitted by Petition) ( Majority vote required to pass

we adopt the

assess, levy

and will take effect April

1)

Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee

Article 21.

To

see if the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of Five thousand

dollars ($5,600) for the purchase of a recycling oil furnace for the

any action related thereto.

Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee
Given under our hands and

seal this

9'**

day of February 2000.

Stephen F. Knapp

nVi E.
P Cavanaugh
r^'cu/nnaiirrVi
bseph
Board of Selectmen
Town of Dublin

^

66

six

hundred

town highway bam, or take

Posted

this lO"'

day of February 2000

at the

DubUn

Post Office,

Public Library and Dublin General Store.

:fl'^,4'/l!d/i:eMichae} V. Walker, Chairman

Stephen F. Knapp

v

Joseph E. Cavanaugh

Board of Selectmen
Town of Dublin

67

Town

Hall, Carr's Store,

Dublin

68

Budget

Detail

4150.5-220

4194.1-220

4199,1-670

4220.2-292 Medical & Physical Exams

4312,1-225

4411.1-225

4520.2-814

SP

Insurance

4711.1-980

Payment

in

Lieu of Taxes

state

&

Federal Forest

3503.2-201

Schedule of Town Property
As of December 31, 1999

ap

15-

MS-l

STATE OF NEW HA>IPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.BOX^87

CONCORD. NH 03302-0487
(603) 271-3397

1999
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
CITY/TOWN OF

Dublin

COUNTY

Cheshire

IN

56>-a5A4

TELEPHOME #

CERTIFICATE
^ii la

to cartl£y that th* Infoxaatlen eoBtalaad la tbli xaport

-.awladga

and ballaf.

^

MX

wu

takan froa official raoorda and la eozzaet to^tba baat of

21-J:34

T?'^;^^^

Jff^

i

October

26,

1999

(riaaaa Sign in lak)

PORTS REQUIRED: RSA 2I-JJ4, u unaided, pnvide ior ccnincidon of viliaiuHa. appretxiiiioni. cnimaied revenuo uid inch
minismiion may

lequir c

other infonniiion

u

ttae

Depanmem ofRevauie

upon fonns prescribed for thai purpose.

um Ihu completed Summaiy Invonoiy fonn to the Dept orRevemie Adminismtico. P.03oii 4S7, Concstd, NH 033O2-O4n by September IsL
i

may duplicau Page 6

for

each disrict wfaose valuation difEen fiom the Town'Cty vaiuaun; please note the name of the diimci at die lop of each Pafc 6 provided. Tbank you.

2NALTY: FAILURE TO FILE BY SEPTEMBER 1st MAY RESULT IN
FOR EACH DAY'S DELAY. (RSA21-J:36)
OTE:

S5.00

PER DAY PENALTY

PLEASE REMEMBER TO COMPLETE INFORMATION ON PAGE 3, 4, AND 5 (ALSO
PAGE 6, IF APPLICABLE) OF THIS REPORT.
Revised 1999

83

jameofMunicitJal

UST REVENUES RECEIVED FROM PAYMENTS IN LIEU OF TAXES
The amoana listed
eolnran on page 2.

ia this

KCtioo should not be included

in

assessed valuation

,

.«.• nf Vitlajc DiCTrirt-

Department of Revenue Administration
1999 Tax Rate Calculation

Town of Dublin

TREASURER'S REPORT
Town of Dublin
General Fund Financial Report
Year ending December 31, 1999

Beginning balance as of Jan

1,

1999:

Total receipts:

+

Total funds available:

413.995.80
4,075,487.56

4,489,483.36

Disbursements:

-

3.778.467.92

History Fund Reduced

-

43,846.07

Balance as of December 31, 1999

667,169.37

PROOF OF BALANCE

Balance as of December 31, 1999
Granite

Bank Checking

Granite

Bank Repo

(128.416.43)

794.073.60

NHPDIP

450.70

Accounts Receivable

1,061.50

Reconciled balance:
667,169.37

i^M/i

Lewis Hansen
Treasurer

90

ffJ^'

TREASURER'S REPORT
Town

of Dublin

History Fund Financial Report
Year ending December 31, 1999

Beginning balance as of Jan

1,

1999:

Total receipts:

+

Total funds available:

Disbursements:

Balance as of December 31, 1999

43.846.07

12,397.89

56,243.96

-0-

-

56,243.96

PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance as of December 31, 1999
Granite

Bank Savings

56,243.96

Reconciled balance:
56,243.96

llAjJ-^

(^,,

[{th^JJ^

Lewis Hansen
Treasurer

91

TREASURER'S REPORT
Town

of Dublin

Conservation Commission

Land

Fund Financial Report
Year ending December 31, 1999

Beginning balance as of Jan

1,

Acquisition

1999:

Total receipts:

6.661.31

+

99.12

Total funds available:

Disbursements:

6,760.43

2,500.00

-

Balance as of December 31, 1999

4,260.43

PROOF OF BALANCE

Balance as of December 31,1 999
Granite

Bank Checking

4.260.43

Reconciled balance:
4,260.43

lli^^
Lewis Hansen
Treasurer

92

TREASURER'S REPORT
Town of Dublin
Library Expansion Fund Financial Report
Year ending December 31, 1999

Beginning balance as of Jan

1,

1999:

Total receipts:

+

Total funds available:

Disbursements:

Balance as of December 31, 1999

:iO;

664,468.05

664,468.05

-

504,292.74

140,175.31

PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance as of December 31, 1999
Granite

Bank Checking

7.117.39

NHPDIP

133.057.92

Reconciled balance:
140,175.31

Uy/fei^^
Lewis Hansen
Treasurer

93

TREASURER'S REPORT
Town

of Dublin

Fund Financial Report
Year ending December 31, 1999

Police Special

Beginning balance as of Jan

1,

155.73

1999:

Total receipts:

+

350.77

Total funds available:

Disbursements:

506.50

20.00

-

Balance as of December 31, 1999

486.50

PROOF OF BALANCE

Balance as of December 31,1 999
Granite

Bank Savings

486.50

Reconciled balance:
486.50

d^

Q.

/^f^^Tv/i^

Lewis Hansen
Treasurer

94

:

TREASURER'S REPORT
Town

of Dublin

Recycling Special Revenue Fund Financial Report

Year ending December 31, 1999

Beginning balance as of Jan

1,

1999:

Total receipts

+

Total funds available:

Disbursements:

Balance as of December 31, 1999

27.781.93

962.97
28,744.90

-0-

-

28.744.90

PROOF OF BALANCE

Balance as of December 31, 1999
Granite

Bank Checking

28J44.9Q

Reconciled balance:

28J44.90

(]/

/f?wy>^

Lewis Hansen
Treasurer
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Tax Collector's Report

Tax Collector's Report

Tax Collector's Report

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES
FOR THE YEAR 1999
July
Adventist Health System

M.

Allen,

& C.

Anderson, B.

«fe

Anderson, B.

& N.

Ardine,

N.

M.

Atlantic Ventures,

LLC

Babneau, D.
Babneau, D.
Beard, E.

& E.

Bemis, C.

Bemis, C.
Bemis, C.
Bemier, B.

Beynon, W.

& Wagner, D.
& K.

Blanchette, S.

Bodecker, A.

Bowden, S.
Brown, L. & A.
Brown, M. & V.
Brown, W. & R.
Candello,
Candello,

Gappy, C.
Gappy, G.
Garter,

Clark,

Cole,

M.
M.

& M.
& M.

M.
W.

Jr.

J.

& B.
& B.

«fe

G.

& G.

Gothelstone Woodlands
Darobsum Inc.
Dewey, B.
Donavon, M. & K.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

July

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

Dublin School

Inc.

& L.

Elder, A.

Exel, R.

Faxon, R.
Fitzgerald, A. K.

Foy

Arthur L. Trustee

Jr.,

French's Tavern Invt. Trust
French's Tavern Invt. Trust

& M.

French, P.

Geddes,

P.

Gumey, W. & M.
Gnade, W. H.
Gnade, W. H.
Gnade,

W.H.

Hayashi, H.
Hill,

D.

& P.

Hoekstra, P.

HoUingsworth, P.
Hopkins, T.

Jr.

& J.

Kenney, T.
Landriani, N.

Lawrence, T.
Lawrence, T.
Lawrence, T.
Mattson,

& E.
& M.
& M.
& M.

M.

McFarland, E.

McMann,

P.

Meryman, R.

S.

Moore, D. C.

Nashua Valley
Nashua Valley
Nashua Valley
Nashua Valley

Council

Inc.

Council

Inc.

Council Inc.
Council Inc.

July

Nashua Valley Council

Inc.

& B.

Naylor, T.

NEATS Equestrian
NEATS Equestrian
NEATS Equestrian
NEATS Equestrian
Niemela, D.

O'Connor,

J.

& H.
& B.

Owner Unknown
Owner Unknown
Owner Unknown
Pickford,
Porter,

C.

J.

& Combs, P.

A.

Raymond, M.
Ridge Trust
Ridge Trust
Robinson,
Root,

C.

J.

J.

& L.
& S.

Simpson, B.
Smith, S.
Stark,

S.

J.

Stone, D.
Stone,

Jr.

& C.
& D.

D.

Studio Limited Partnership
Studio Limited Partnership

& M.
& M.
Terry, D. & M.

Terry, D.

Terry, D.

Viles, D.

Vogel, C. R.
Vogel, A.

& S.

Voorhis, D. G.

Walker,

J.

Walker,

J.

M.
M.

Walker, P.
Walker, P. C.
Walker, P. C.

Werden, D.

& A.
& L.

Werden, D.

& L.

Webber, L. G.

July

& L.
& L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D. & L.
Werden, D.

Werden, D.

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
UNCOLLECTED RESIDENT TAXES
FOR THE YEAR 1999

Abram, D.

Glass, B.

Smith, L.

Achterhof, G.

Glass, S.

Smith, R.

Anderson, N.

Hogan, C.

Simdstrom,

Armer, B.

Hobnes, E.

Swaine, E.

Bennett, C.

Jones, E.

Thompson, K.

Bennett, D.

Jones,

Bennett, T.

Kirschenman, R,

Weston,

Bemier, A.

Knight, T.

White, F.

Bemier, E.

Korpi, D.

Willard, R.

Koskela, B.

Yardley,

Bemier,

R

M.
W.

Black,
Black,

W.

Weinstock, B.

LaFontaine,

J.

LaFontaine,

J.

Blanchette, K.

Lewandowski,

Blanchette, S.

Lord, T.

M.

Bowditch, E.

Lord,

Brighton,

MacArthur, N.

J.

Brighton, S.

Mattson, K.

Brodie, A.

Mattson,

Buck, C.

Mika, R.

M.

Bumham,
Bumham,

D.

D. C.

Nay lor,

Chappell,

J.

Niemela, B.

Jr.

Christman, G.

Myshrall, D.

B.

Niemela, C.

Clarke, A.

Olson, O.

Clarke, C.

Parker, C.

Clarke,

W.

Perrin, K.

Covert,

J.

Plante,

M.

Davis, S.

Rajaniemi,

Dower, M.

Ries, N.

Edick,

M.

J.

Schw^eitzer, K.

Edick, S.

Silvestri, F.

Gjelaj, S.

Simpson, C.

103

J.

J.

Jr.

J.

Yardley, D.

J. Jr.

Jr.

DUBLIN TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS

ANNUAL REPORT
The MS-9 and MS-10

reports for the past year are

shown

herein.

They show

the

investment transaction status and investment balances.

Our investments are managed by Phoenix New England Trust Company. It should be
New London Trust was purchased by Phoenix in 1999. We are very satisfied with the
new management and see no reason to make any changes in the near future.
noted that

Respectfully submitted,

Willard

W. Goodwin, Chairman

Christopher
Peter

104

J.

Flynn

M. Hewitt
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
BIRTHS RECORDED IN DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 1999
DATE

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
DEATHS AND BURIALS RECORDED IN DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 1999
NAME

Richard Peloquin

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
MARRIAGES RECORDED IN DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 1999
DATE
01/04/99

01/09/99

03/03/99

03/07/99

NAMES

05/07/99

05/22/99

Dublin,

Virginia Beach,

Dublin,
Dublin,

Peter Clarke Ryner

Peterborough,

Dorine Edson Goodwin

Dublin,

NH

Dale L. Sheppard

Dublin,

NH
NH

06/19/99

07/31/99

08/07/99

08/21/99

08/28/99

S.

Howard

Dublin,

VA

NH
NH

Stephen George Hartwell

Denise Rae Hoyt

NH

Daniel

Gomez Gonzalez

Distrito Federal,

Caitlin

Thomas

Dublin,

NH

Christopher Payne James

Dublin,

Rebecca Taplin Welsh

Dublin,

NH
NH

Frederick

Nanci E.
06/06/99

NH

Robert L. Glass
Elizabeth A. Campbell

Kimberly
04/18/99

RESIDENCE

W. MacMillan

Low

Dublin,

Mexico

NH
NH

Milford,

NH
NH

Jeremy John Ireland
Melissa Ann Tracey

Dublin,

William Michael Bright
Cherilyn Alicia Miller

New Boston, NH
New Boston, NH

Jared Patrick Flynn

Putney,

Elizabeth Johnson Catlin

Putney,

Dublin,

VT
VT

McCurdy Eaton

Greenwich,

Caroline Meldrim Hewitt

Greenwich,

Fredrick

Jean Michel Coutu

Dublin,

Karena Marlene LaFlamme

Dublin,

William

F. Delisle

Dublin,

Kathleen E. Davis

Dublin,

117

NH
NH

NH
NH

CT
CT

09/04/99

09/11/99

10/09/99

1

1/27/99

Thomas Harold Lee

Dublin,

Maureen Begley

Dublin,

David James Chicane

Dublin,

Jocelyn Sinauer

Dublin,

James Lloyd Struttman

Dublin,

Carrie Frances Krajcovic

Dublin,

David John Palmer
Sherida Lynne Fulton

Dublin,
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NH
NH

NH
NH
NH
NH

West Yarmouth,

NH

MA

PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/Accountants

& Auditors

INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To

the

Town

Members of the Board of Selectmen
of Dublin

Dublin,

NH

We have
as of

audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the

and for the year ended December 31, 1999 as

listed in the table

Town

of Dublin

of contents. These general

purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our
responsibility

to express an opinion

is

of these general purpose financial statements based on our

audit.

We conducted

our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those

standards require that

we

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about

whether the financial statements are free of material misstatements.
examining, on a
statements.

estimates

An

test basis,

audit includes

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant

made by management,

We

presentation.

An

evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement

believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town
of Dublin has no maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be
recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect

on the financial statements of the omission described

preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
all

material respects, the financial position of the

the results of

ended

its

Town

in the

fairly, in

of Dublin, as of December 31, 1999, and

operations and the cash flow of it nonexpendable trust funds for the year then

in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

The Unaudited Supplementary Information presented
statements but

is

is

not a required part of the basic financial

supplementary information required by the Governmental Accounting

We

have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of
methods of measurement and presentation of the
supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and do not express an
Standards Board.

inquiries of management regarding the

opinion on

it.

In addition,

we do

not provide assurance that the

Town

of Dublin

is

or will

become year 2000 compliant, the Town of Dublin's year 2000 remediation efforts will be
successful in whole or in part, or that parties with which the Town of Dublin does business
will become year 2000 compliant.

119

are or

Our

was made

forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
of Dublin taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund
financial statements listed as schedules in the table of contents are presented for the purpose of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the
audit

statements of the

Town

for the purpose of

Town

of Dublin. Such information has been subjected

to the auditing

audit of general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,

is

procedures applied in the

fairly

presented in

all

material respects in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.

Plodzik

&

Sanderson

Professional Association

January 21, 2000

Note: The remainder of the audit will be available

at the

town

office.

It

was not able

to

be

included in the annual report due to the Library bank accounts not being supplied to the auditors
in

time for them to complete the audit and include them here.
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PLODZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association/Accountants

& Auditors

INDEPENDENT AUTHOR 'S COMMUNICA TION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To

the

Town

Members of the Board of Selectmen
of Dublin

Dublin,

NH

In planning

1999,

we

and performing our audit of the

Town

of Dublin for the year ended December 31,

considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our

auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion

on the

financial statements.

Our

review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure

and should not be relied on for that purpose.

Under the standards established by
in the design or operation

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies

the

reportable conditions involve matters

of the internal control structure

that, in

our judgment, could adversely

Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with
the assertions of management in the financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable
condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure
elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts
that would be material in relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be
affect the

detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.

Our consideration of the

internal control structure

would not necessarily disclose

all

matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable conditions and,
accordingly,

would not necessarily disclose

all

reportable conditions that are also considered to

be material weaknesses as defined above.

During the course of our

reviev/, the following conditions

were noted

that

were considered

to be

material weaknesses as defined above:

General Accounting Records

Our examination of the general accounting records disclosed
receipts

that the detail listing

and disbursements did not agree with the Treasurer's records.

extra time attempting to reconcile these records.

We were

of cash

We spent considerable

given two different financial reports

which had items missing from them.

We assume that these conditions
Town

existed due to a change in

did not have an Administrator for four months.

new computer accounting

system, and

we

Town

Administrators, because the

As of January

1,

2000, the

Town has

expect that this problem will not occur again.
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a

Library Expansion Donation

Fund

Our examination of the Library Expansion Donations Fund was very

difficult to

conduct because

the records were not available at the time of the audit. Copies of the records were sent to our
office;

we

prepared the financial reports from these copies. Proper reconciliations should be

prepared monthly to allow the balancing of the cash collected and disbursements

investment statements from A.G. Edwards

made with

the

& Sons and the balancing of the pledges receivable

with the receivables report.
Also, the following condition was noted that

we do

not consider to be a material weakness:

Tax Collector (Repeat Comment)
Redemptions were not filed with the Registry of Deeds on a timely basis.
Tax Collector file the redemption notices on a timely basis in the future.

We recommend the

Other minor weaknesses or other considerations coming to our attention were generally
procedural in nature and dealt with administrafive or recordkeeping practices. In these instances,

we made

specific

recommendations

or provided instruction to applicable individuals during the

course of our audit fieldwork.

This report

is

intended solely for the information and use of management and others within the

administration. This restriction

is

not intended to limit distribution of this report, which

matter of public record.

Plodzik

& Sanderson

Professional Association

January 21, 2000
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Town Of Dublin Directory

Town
FIRE

Offices

AND POLICE EMERGENCY
352-1100 or 911

Non-Emergency
Police 563-8411

-

563-8137

Fire

Highway Department

Town Barn 563-8470
Transfer Station

Telephone 563-8557

Wednesday

&

Saturday 8:00 a.m.

-

5:00 p.m.

Library Hours

Telephone 563-8658/Fax 563-8751

Monday

2:00 p.m. -8 00 p.m.

Tuesday 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday 9:00

a.m.

-

Noon

-

8 00 p.m.

&2

Thursday 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.

-

-

•

00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m
1:00 p.m.

Selectmen

Telephone 563-8544/Fax 563-9221

Monday Evenings by Appointment
Administrative Assistant's Office Hours

Monday
Tuesday

-

1:00 p.m.

-

7:00 p.m.

Thursday 8:00 a.m.

Town

-

4:00 p.m.

Clerk/Tax Collector

Telephone 563-8859
Office Hours

Monday

8:30 a.m.

-

2:00 p.m.

& 6:00 p.m.

Tuesday 8:30 a.m.

Wednesday

1 1

-

:30 a.m.

Thursday 8:30 a.m.

-

2:00 p.m.
-

5:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

Archives Department

Telephone 563-8545

Tuesday 9 a.m. - Noon
or By Appointment
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-

9:00 p.m.

